FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

METUCHEN, New Jersey. - April 16, 2009 --

Berkeley Varitronics Systems, Inc. has joined WCAI's Emerging Markets Committee (EMC)

“We are proud to join the WCAI’s Emerging Market Committee that is dedicated to work on rural issues and provide updates on broadband stimulus developments. This announcement follows the recently signed American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) that focuses emphasis on rural broadband. The Rural Utilities Service (RUS) and the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) are planning to hold a number of rounds of applications for broadband funding under the (ARRA) over the next year. Over the past 37 years, Berkeley Varitronics Systems has provided advanced wireless test equipment that is designed and manufactured in America which is attractive to the “Buy American” status that is sought after on-going procurement.” states Scott Schober, President/CEO of Berkeley Varitronics Systems, Inc..

The WCAI’s Emerging Markets Committee is formed to further drive the proliferation of broadband to underserved markets. Utilizing the WCAI platform, the Committee facilitates opportunities across regulatory, engineering, financial and operating aspects of independent operators. Its members are uniquely positioned to share its successes so that the innovation occurring throughout the U.S. is recognized and rewarded.


About Berkeley Varitronics Systems

Berkeley Varitronics Systems (www.bvsystems.com) has provided advanced wireless solutions and products to the domestic and international wireless telecommunications industry for over 37 years. BVS has introduced over 50 unique wireless test devices for a variety of applications including the popular Cellular, iDEN, PCS, CDMA, RFID, WiMAX, 802.11a/b/g & LTE Technologies. BVS test equipment now enjoy international markets spread across the Asian, European, Australian, Middle Eastern, Canadian and South American territories.

The Wireless Communications Association International (WCAI) is the non-profit trade association for the wireless broadband industry with over 200 member companies on six continents representing the bulk of the sector's leading carriers, vendors and consultants. The WCAI's mission is to advance the interests of the wireless carriers that provide high-speed data, internet, voice and video services on broadband spectrum through land-based systems using reception / transmit devices in all broadband spectrum bands. The WCAI is an established leader in government relations, technology and industry event organization.